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 What did you think of my sermon title?  Maybe some of you are scratching your heads 

thinking I must have lost my mind during sabbatical somewhere over the blue waters of Tahiti. 

Or maybe, some of you just think I must be a really bad speller, which isn’t too far from the 

truth. Or, maybe some of you have figured it out.  

 What do you see when you see my sermon title? Do you just see chaos and confusion? Or 

feel loud noise coming through the jumbled up letters? Or perhaps some of you are in to playing 

word games, where you are challenged to take a list of various letters and rearrange them into an 

actual word. So, what word do you see within these letters? (pause, inviting them to name the 

word). So with these same letters we can recreate both listen as well as silent 

. Isn’t that fascinating? These two different words are both 

crucial to the heart of this message. Silent. Listen. What or whom is silent? And listen to what or 

whom? And why be silent and why listen?  

Turn with me to Acts chapter fifteen. The text that Andrew read for us is actually the 

conclusion of this council’s decision, so first we back up. What is the Jerusalem Council, why 

was it convened, and why is it considered a pivotal and transformative experience for the early 

church? To get to those answers we actually need to take an even step back to be reminded of 

what has been happening in the book of Acts up until this point. 
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Back at the beginning of Acts Jesus gives his final words to his disciples, letting them 

know that after the Spirit comes they are to “be his witnesses in Jerusalem, and in all Judea and 

Samaria, and to the ends of the earth.” Next we read this astonishing account of Pentecost. The 

coming of the Holy Spirit and the creation of the radical new people of God. Pentecost, the 

coming of the Holy Spirit, breathes new creative life into the early church inviting them to dream 

of new possibilities for relationships under the Lordship of Jesus. Because when we live together 

under the Lordship of Jesus other things must take second seat - such as race, cultural 

background, ethnicity, language, and even our personal preferences.  

Well if you were to read the next chapters, from Pentecost to the Jerusalem Council, you 

would read exciting stories of the early church, a story marked by growth and triumph. In these 

chapters we see God and the Spirit at work! We see the church growing and expanding – it is 

church planting at its best!  

Salvation is preached and realized 

healing in Jesus’ name is embraced 

the word of God spread 

we read time and time again of the significance of the Holy Spirit.  

And we also read of torture and undermining towards the apostles who were 

bolding proclaiming and living into the resurrection 

read of apostles being persecuted and killed for their faith and proclamation 

and examples of how jealousy rears its ugly head.  

 

So, what then is the background to the Jerusalem Council? Well in a nutshell it would be 

that early in the book of Acts we meet a man named Saul, who has a come to Jesus moment, and 

becomes Paul. Paul then goes on 3 mission trips to preach the gospel and the result is that both 

Gentiles and Jews become believer. However, there were some ethnocentric Jewish believers 

who followed him around and began to insist that the new Gentile believers also become Jewish 

such as needing to be circumcised, or abiding by the food laws. So the Jerusalem Council is the 
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gathering of the religious leaders to determine if there will be an “old creation” or a “New 

Creation? To discern wo will be welcome to be a full member of the family of God?  

If we look back through chapter 15 we read of this group gathering in Jerusalem to 

discuss this heated, long standing conflict in the church. Don’t you wish we could have been a 

fly on the wall for this discussion? Perhaps you are like me as I tend to want to romanticize the 

early church leaders and picture them as always being calm, cool, and collected. And yet we 

must be reminded that they were “debating the very identity of those who see themselves as the 

people of God”i while wrestling with the conflict of “Do we change our beliefs and practices to 

assimilate what appear to be new ways that God is moving among us?” ii  This was not a conflict 

to be taken lightly; it was one that evoked a variety of deep feelings regarding this critical issue.  

Beginning in verse 7 we hear again from Peter and his words to the council makes us 

remember the sermon he preached at Pentecost in Acts 2. Here at the council meeting he shares 

about God’s abundant and all-encompassing grace. Then, something fascinating happens in verse 

12. We are told that “the whole assembly became silent as they listened.” Listen. Silent. Silent. 

Listen. So in the midst of a heated conflict, one that evoked great emotions and passions, the 

followers of Jesus became silent and listened.  

John Paul Lederach in his book Reoncile writes “We are called as individuals and 

congregations to learn the disciplines and skills that help us define ourselves, engage each other 

in non-anxious interaction, and maintain emotional contact even when we disagree.”iii Whoa. 

When I read that this week I was struck to consider how it changes when we view and 

understand that how we function in conflict is actually part of our calling as followers of Jesus 

Christ. Well this morning I want to talk about how we might strengthen our listening skills in 

three different arenas. So, listening to ourselves, to others, and to God.  
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 So, listening to ourselves. All of this section could be summarized by the challenge for 

each of us to each grow in our own self-awareness and emotional intelligence. How often in the 

midst of conflict do we stop to pay attention to our bodies and souls and what they are 

communicating to us? How often in the midst of conflict are we cognizant of the conflict style 

we are employing?  How often within conflict do we actually pause to take a deep breath and ask 

ourselves, “How am I functioning right now? Why am I responding like this right now?” Our 

self-awareness is a beautiful gift we can give to those around us. This morning I want to touch on 

two different tools you might consider utilizing.  

 The first tool is The Kraybill Conflict Style Inventory. By show of hands, how many of 

you have had an opportunity to take this survey this fall? So this inventory is structured that we 

answer a variety of prompts, considering how we normally function in conflict in calm as well as 

in stormy circumstances, when emotions are escalating 

 After taking this inventory you plot your responses and then you can begin to see which 

conflict style or styles you most likely gravitate to in the midst of conflict, both in the calm and 

in the storm. The basis of the inventory is found in how we respond on two different axis. The 
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first one  plots 

how hard we push for our agenda, or the things we want. While the second axis 

 plots 
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how much attention we give to relationships within conflict. The result 

is the creation of five different conflict styles – Directing, Cooperating, Compromising, 

Avoiding, and Harmonizing. Now to be clear, these five styles are all valid styles. Some of them 

are not correct, and some of them are not incorrect. They each have their strengths and their 

shadow sides. This is a great tool to begin with for some self-reflection and self-awareness. Only 

when we begin by recognizing how it is we function within conflict are we able to strengthen our 

ability to also use some of the other styles.  

 The second tool I would offer as a way to increase our capacity to listen to ourselves is to 

spend time with a personality inventory. It might be the Myers-Briggs Personality Type 

Indicator, the Enneagram, or the one I use the most DiSC. Like the Kraybill Conflict Style 
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Inventory, the DiSC inventory also plots you along two different axis. The North to South axis is 

how your behaviors normally fall between action and stability or action and thoughtfulness. The 

other axis plots your natural inclinations between Task and relationships or challenge and 

collaboration. The result is four main quadrants 

 providing four main different 

types of personalities. So, even if you have not taken this particular inventory, you can begin to 

look at the graph and perhaps get a sense of where you might be. This chart 
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 provides a little 

clearer picture of each of the types.  

 Again, interacting with an inventory is just the beginning step. Next is to critically 

consider how you see yourself within the specific areas. They are not boxes, so you might see 

yourself in a variety of areas. And then after reflecting on how it is you normally function you 

can begin to discern if there are ways to better listen to yourself and your natural inclinations. 

Our natural inclinations are not necessarily positive inclinations. The gift of self-awareness is 

that we can listen to ourselves and make deliberate steps to alter how others experience us, 

especially within the realm of conflict.  
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 This  chart 

summarizes what is valuable to each of the groups within conflict. As a pastoral team we have 

studied this chart together which was extremely helpful! In case you haven’t guessed, I am an 

“I”, through and through. Well, what matters to me in conflict, as well as the fears I bring to 

conflict, are not the same for example, as Velma who is a D. So if in the midst of a conflict you 

are sure that you and the other person are not speaking the same language… well, in fact you 

might not be!  

 Inventories are great tools to utilize to help us see ourselves and know ourselves, and to 

listen to ourselves. Conrad Brenneman uses a variety of these tools in his Purpose-ful Work 

sessions, and all are encouraged to join him and others to deepen your own tool box!  

 Alongside of inventories though is just the need to create space to be silent with ourselves 

and listen to ourselves. Listen to our bodies… they tell us a lot! Where are you carrying tension? 

How is your anger or fear being manifested within you? Is your body alerting you that the 

conversation or conflict is getting to a point that it would be helpful to your body for a timeout?  
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I stop here to give you a quick example from my own life, from just this past week. As 

many of you know, I am living into a new diagnosis of an autoimmune disease. On Monday I 

began a new medication course. Well that morning as I was trying to get all four kids out the 

door I realized that I was being very short with them, lashing out in anger, and being very short-

tempered. Their actions did not call for such a heated response from their mom. And then I took 

a deep breath, listened to my body, and grasped the deep level of anxiety I was carrying as I 

considered embarking on this new medication. So I sat my kids down and apologized to them, 

telling them that in fact I was experiencing a lot of fear for my doctor’s appointment and that it 

wasn’t okay that I was taking out my anxiety and fears on them. Oh the significance for us to 

listen to ourselves, and our bodies.  

How are you listening to your own life journey? How many times have you reacted to 

someone with an intensity that was not appropriate to the current context? I have done this many 

times! Those times when in fact the other person is triggering a previous pain or wound that I 

carry, and so I react to the current context and that individual at an intensity that is not 

appropriate or warranted. It is no one’s work but mine, to deal with my journey and recognize 

what are my raw spots and how I can respond when they are triggered.  

 Next arena, listening to others. In the book Reconcile, Lederach offers this provocative 

statement:  

Our capacity to listen to God is only as great as our capacity to listen to each other when 

we are in conflict. I mean that literally. We test our real capability to listen, not when it is 

easy, but when it is most difficult. Listening is much more than a technique devised to 

improve communication. Listening is about the process of relationship, engaging Truth, 

and finding God.iv 

 In our text for today we see the gathered faith community doing this – listening well to 

each other, and thereby hearing God. However, perhaps more often than not we understand this 
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familiar quote  – “The single biggest problem in communication is the illusion that it has taken 

place.” 

 As we think of strengthening our ability to listen to others we reach into our tool boxes 

and pull out the tools associated with active listening. It includes listening to both what the other 

person says, as well as how they say it. It includes listening to understand, and not listening to 

respond. Engaging with the inventories mentioned earlier also helps us add tools to strengthen 

our ability to listen to others. Those inventories help us better understand ourselves, as well as 

better understand how others function.  

 By now you have probably figured out that this sermon really could have been three 

sermons, one for each arena. I am only able to touch the surface of the wealth of information and 

value of each of the areas. So as I considered what to include for this area I wanted to be sure to 

briefly touch on the four horsemen of the apocalypse. I know, you are thinking, wow! These four 

horsemen are actually ones designated by Dr. John Gottman. During my summer sabbatical my 

readings included a variety of books by Gottman. His research shows that how we communicate 

with others close to us, especially in conflict, determines the strength, health, and longevity of 

our relationship. After many years of research he came up with these four horsemen – criticism, 

contempt, defensiveness, and stonewalling. His research shows that “certain types of negativity, 

if allowed to run rampant, are in fact so lethal that they lead to relationship dissolution. He 

named these negative ways of interacting the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse.” v In just a 

moment we are going to watch a two minute video that describes these four horsemen and their 

antidotes. Gottman’s work has primarily been done in the context of romantic relationships, 

however, the concepts are applicable to all of our relationships. As we watch this video I 
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encourage you to consider how you have used each of these horsemen in your own relationships. 

 

 “Our capacity to listen to God is only as great as our capacity to listen to each other when 

we are in conflict.”vi  

 Finally, increasing our ability to listen to God. In his book Lederach speaks of the 

spiritual discipline of listening. How do we embrace silence and listen to God? We are getting at 

prayer practices that create the space to listen, to be, to hear, to receive. Just like we each have 

different conflict styles, and personality types, we each have unique relationships with God and 

experience God in various ways. Some might embrace the silence of nature to commune with 

God, others might hear God’s voice through the prayer of the examen, yet others by sitting with 

pencils and markers and creating within the silence. In the busy and noise of this world, how do 

we become silent and listen? What might God want to say to us? How might God begin to direct 

us when we find ourselves within conflict?  
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I think back on the Jerusalem Council in Acts chapter 15. What if they had not become 

silent and listened - listened to themselves, and to each other, and to God? Well, friends, the 

result would be that probably none of us would be here today as part of the Christian church. 

That pivotal decision at the Jerusalem council, the one fraught with emotions and passions, led 

the way for Gentiles to be brought to the faith as full members of Christ’s body. This biblical 

narrative clearly depicts the extreme value of strengthening our abilities to listen and to listen 

well.  

 So, where do we go from here? My challenge to each of us is to be intentional this week 

to work at strengthening our ability to listen in each of these arenas – to ourselves, to others, and 

to God. I think that we might just be amazed at what we hear and learn. And thanks be to God, 

we don’t walk this journey alone. May God’s Spirit guide us, each one of us, on this journey of 

exploration and growth as we strive to be faithful to our callings as followers of Jesus.  

May it be so. Amen.  

 

i John Paul Lederach, Reconcile: Conflict Transformation for Ordinary Christians (Harrisonburg, VA: Herald 

Press), 110. 
ii Lederach, Reconcile, 110. 
iii Lederach, Reconcile, 117. 
iv Lederach, Reconcile, 122. 
v Gottman Institute Pamphlet “Avoid the Four Horsemen: For Better Relationships,” 1. 
vi Lederach, Reconcile, 122. 

                                                 


